The platform for your future

What is boba?
Boba or bubble which can be seen in the most popular drink in Taiwan
called milktea. "Boba" itself refers to tapioca balls made from the
cassava root. They are cooked in sugar and water until they reach a
chewy consistency. Boba tea was developed by Liu Han-Chieh and Lin
Hsiu Hui in Taichung, Taiwan during the 1980’s. Lin Han-Chieh came up
with the idea of milk tea after seeing how the Japanese added milk to
their coffee. The new milk tea boosted the popularity of his teahouse
immensely and Lin Hsiu Hui, who was product manager at the time,
created the pearls by combining tapioca ball and sweetened pudding
with the iced tea. Since then, the popularity of boba has spread from
Southeast and East Asian countries to mainly the US and Canada.

What is Bobachain?
• Bobachain (BOBA) is the masternode based coin that is dedicated to
boba drinks.
• We have a complete ecosystem for the BOBA itself so the coin will
generate value as the time passed.
• We want to become a main currency that is used in Boba stores and
also expand to other kind of beverage stores also. Our vision is
providing a fast and good way to pay for your drink with a simple app
on your phone so you don’t have to carry your wallet and paper
money with you every time you want to buy a drink.

Problem with Boba store
This is not only the solely problem with only Boba stores but also every
other coffee stores, and tea stores. The necessary of having more
choices for customer to pay their drinks and other stuffs in store make
us think of creating BOBA.

Our solutions
Unlike the traditional way to pay for your drinks by cash or card.
Bobachain develop the app wallet dedicated to BOBA currency in order
for customers pay their favorite drinks simply through BOBA wallet.
What we develop:
In order to do this we will build our BOBA wallet for both android and
IOS so customer can use these wallet to send BOBA to store wallet and
pay for their drinks.

What more?
• We want to partnership with store owners from around the globe in
order to integrate our BOBA wallet to their store, not limit to boba
stores only but other drink stores.
• Another big development step that we are going to make is building
the franchising platform using BOBA as the main currency. In this way,
we will create a healthy ecosystem for the BOBA coin.

Franchise market
• Franchise is when an investor seeking for investing their money into
building their own store using an established brand name. In this way, both
franchisee and franchiser share the benefits.
• Franchisee will be benefited from owning an established well-known brand
name with a formed business structure model. Franchisee will have their
own business that require less or no skills/experiences in the brand name
that they chose. All of this will be taken care by franchiser.
• Franchiser is the one who own the brand name. The partnership between 2
parties will help to promote their own brand name wide spread. Franchiser
also benefit from earning royal fees that they will take as a small
percentage of sale revenue from franchisee.

What we bring?
• Our vision is to bring franchisee and franchiser together by building a
franchising platform that will utilized our BOBA as the payment
gateway. We will help to connect both business owners and investor
from around the world in our platform.
• Using our platform, people won’t have to waste time searching
around for their partnership anymore. All of the franchiser and
franchisee will be connected through our developed platform.

Use cases of the platform
• Basically, the business owner who want to franchise their business
and promote their franchise with investor will post an advertisement
on our platform. In the ad, there will be the brand name of the
business, short introduction of the business and the contacts. In this
way, whenever investor come to the platform, they can search for the
business they want and see the ads that related to that areas.
• Price of the franchise could be put by franchiser to be referenced but
the contact info of the person in charged of doing franchise will be
hidden. A small fee will be collected from the investor if they want to
connect to the “private room” with the franchiser. We also collect
small fee from franchiser to post their ads. This way we will reduce
the spam ads on our platform.

Coin specs

Contacts
You can find us on:
❑Discord: https://discord.gg/Nh2xR9v
❑Twitter: https://twitter.com/bobachain

